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Abstract Reactor operating conditions strongly affect the behaviour of bio®lm systems, namely their stability and the substrate removal. In this paper, the penetration of substrate and the activity of bio®lms formed by Pseudomonas¯uorescens under turbulent¯ow and low substrate concentrations, are studied. A ®rst order diffusion-reaction model was applied to results of bio®lm accumulation in steady and non-steady-state. The substrate consumption rate of the bio®lm was calculated based on the on-line determination of the bio®lm accumulated on the surface. This approach is important when the residence time or the substrate concentration on the reactor is very low. Also, the mass transfer of substrate inside the bio®lm was measured for every case under study and introduced in the model.
The fraction of bio®lm penetrated by the substrate depends on the velocity of the¯uid that contacts the biological matrix: contrary to bio®lms formed at higher velocities, lower velocities give raise to non completely penetrated bio®lms. This fact seems to be associated to the bio®lm internal structure in terms of biomass density and compactness of the matrix. They remove more substrate per reactor volume, but are less resistant from an hydrodynamic point of view. In conclusion, bio®lms formed at higher velocities in turbulent¯ow allow a more stable reactor operation. Nowadays, the reactors used for wastewater treatment and, in particular for water treatment where low substrate concentrations prevail operate under high¯uid velocities, as in the case of bio®lm air-lift reactors for water nitri®-cation and¯uidized bed reactors for nitrogen and carbon removal. In these systems, as well as when biofouling occurs in heat exchangers and in drinking water pipes, bio®lm growth is controlled by the shear forces applied on the bio®lm surface by the¯uid¯owing over it [16] . The operating conditions will determine the structure of the matrix and affect the internal substrate transport, bacterial concentration and reaction rate. The overall``observable'' or apparent reaction rate in a bio®lm system comprises the transport of the reactants outside and inside the biological matrix and the biochemical reaction involving the immobilized microorganisms. The diffusion-reaction models developed for heterogeneous catalysis may be applied to describe the kinetics of bio®lms, since in both cases the reactants must be transported through a porous structure before being consumed.
List of symbols
Several authors have already used similar models to describe the phenomena inside bio®lms [4, 6, 10] , but they assumed that the substrates were transported through the bio®lm by molecular diffusion. There is some evidence that convection may be a signi®cant mechanism for substrate mass transport inside microbial ®lms, as reported values for the diffusivity inside bio®lms are sometimes higher than in pure water [7, 9] . Also, Stoodley et al. [14] and Lewandowski et al. [7] using confocal laser microscopy to study bio®lms formed in contact with water at very low velocity, observed liquid¯ow within the bio®lm channels and concluded that this liquid¯ow was related to the physical structure of the bio®lm. Furthermore, the structure of a bio®lm is dependent on the conditions under which it is formed, namely substrate loading rate, shear stress, bulk liquid velocity, type of reactor and microorganism [3, 12, 16] , which in turn affect the mass transfer inside the bio®lm. Moreover, bio®lms are reported to have different structural layers [12, 18] of different densities or in some cases, probably for low velocities, an heterogeneous structure consisting of cell clusters separated by channels can arise [14] . Therefore, it is not possible to ®nd``unique'' values for the diffusivity of a given substrate within bio®lms, even when they are formed by the same microbial species. If an average mass transfer coef®cient, comprising all the mass transport mechanisms in the bio®lm, and the substrate consumption rate, are experimentally determined for each case under study, the diffusion-reaction model can be used to interpret the bio®lm kinetics in a more reliable way, and to predict the effectiveness factors related to substrate consumption by the microbial aggregate.
In this paper a diffusion-reaction model (®rst order reaction with external mass transfer) is applied to steadystate and non steady-state bio®lms formed under different hydrodynamic conditions, in turbulent¯ow and low organic substrate concentration.
A steady-state bio®lm is one for which the biomass per unit surface area is constant with time and the rate of substrate consumption in the bio®lm is also constant with respect to time [13] . At steady-state, the increase of biomass resulting from substrate consumption is balanced by the detachment processes (erosion) due to the shear effects caused by the¯uid moving over the bio®lm. In the present study, the sloughing off of large portions of the bio®lm caused by internal or external phenomena producing abrupt changes in the thickness and in the consumption of nutrients by the bio®lm is not considered, since it is a fortuituous process that was not signi®cant during the experiments reported below.
The detachment processes are limited to the surface of the bio®lm and occur from the beginning of bio®lm formation, increasing as the amount of the bio®lm on the surface increases [1] . For that reason, as far as the rate of detachment is lower than the rate of bio®lm production, the amount of bio®lm will increase, even if a constant rate of substrate consumption is observed. This period will be considered the non-steady period.
As shown in a previous paper [9] transport and adhesion of new cells to the surface are not relevant processes in the overall bio®lm development rate, after the initial period of inoculation. Therefore, the biological growth of the bio®lm can be expressed by a variable called thè`b io®lm production¯ux'', J p , that involves all the phenomena that contribute in a positive way to the formation of the microbial layer, namely the transport of nutrients to the surface, followed by cell growth, reproduction and production of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). These phenomena are competitive with, and simultaneous to detachment. The``bio®lm production¯ux'' is considered to be constant throughout the formation of the biological deposit, while the detachment rate increases with the amount of deposit present on the surface [9] . J p will be modelled below according to the diffusion-reaction model described by Harremo Èes [6] . 
Overall substrate consumption rate by the biofilm
The overall rate of substrate consumption, r fa (kg substrate / m 2 s), can be calculated by the following equation, based on the rate of bio®lm production rate:
where Y X/S is the biomass yield, calculated as the ratio between the mass of biomass (cells and polymers) formed and the mass of nutrients consumed. It was considered that the biomass yield in the bio®lm is equal to that in suspension [17] .
Kinetics of substrate consumption
The substrate consumption at any point in the bio®lm per unit volume of the attached layer is described by the Monod relationship:
where C f is the concentration of limiting substrate at any point in the bio®lm, k s (kg substrate /m 3 ) is the saturation constant, and r fmax is the maximum rate of substrate uti-lization (kg substrate /m 3 bio®lm s). The equation considers two extreme situations: zero order when the substrate concentration is high enough (C f >> k s ) and ®rst order for small concentrations of substrate.
The steady-state mass balance on the limiting substrate at any point of the bio®lm is described by the equation:
where D f is an average``effective diffusivity'' that may include all types of mass transfer phenomena. It was assumed that the kinetics of substrate consumption inside the bio®lm is of ®rst order in relation to the substrate concentration (supposing that the value of k s of Pseudomonas¯uorescens is much higher than the concentrations of substrate in the bio®lm). Thus, the differential equation to be solved is:
where k 1f (s A1 ) is the ®rst order reaction rate constant (s A1 ), equal to r fmax /k s . In dimensionless terms this equation becomes:
de®ning C f * as the dimensionless concentration in the position x* of the bio®lm (C f * Cf/Cs where C s is the concentration in the liquid-bio®lm interface), x* as the dimensionless distance within the bio®lm (x* x/L f ), and L f as the thickness of the bio®lm. / is the bio®lm constant (Thiele modulus) and is de®ned as [6] :
The solution of Eq. (6) is the concentration pro®le in the bio®lm:
The effect of the internal diffusion resistance on the overall`o bservable'' reaction rate is estimated by an effectiveness factor, de®ned as:
which expresses the ratio between the substrate consumption by the bio®lm and the substrate consumption that would occur if there were no mass transport limitations inside the matrix, i.e., if the concentration is the same everywhere in the bio®lm. Apart from the diffusional limitation inside the biological pellicle, a mass transfer limitation can also take place outside the bio®lm, where the substrate must be transported from the bulk¯uid to the surface of the bio®lm, through a stagnant layer. The¯ux of substrate across the stagnant layer is equal to the substrate consumption inside the microbial ®lm, and can be expressed in terms of an external mass transport coef®cient, k m , calculated from empirical correlation:
where C s is the concentration of substrate at the bio®lm surface and C b is the bulk substrate concentration. In the case of ®rst-order reaction, r fa is expressed by:
If the concentration at the interface, C s is replaced by Eq. (10), the substrate consumption by the microbial ®lm will be given by:
where C b is the bulk substrate concentration and L f the bio®lm thickness. The mass transport phenomena inside the microbial ®lm can be expressed by a mass transfer coef®cient in the bio®lm, if the following relation is used:
where k b is the average mass transfer coef®cient over the depth of the bio®lm. Thus, the Thiele modulus (equation 7) can be expressed by:
The k b values were experimentally determined for a non-consumed substance, the lithium ion. The respective values for the substrate were determined assuming that:
Equivalent diameter of the substrate molecule Diameter of the Li ion X
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Rearranging Eq. (12) the consumption rate of the limiting substrate by the bio®lm, r fa , can be expressed by the following equation:
This equation can be resolved with respect to k 1f L f , all the other variables being known. By analogy with the``speci®c growth rate'' of microorganisms, a new variable called``bio®lm speci®c production rate'', kg bio®lm produced /kg bio®lm on the surface s, can be de®ned as:
and related to process variables and bio®lm properties by:
or, expressing r fa by the corresponding equation in terms of bio®lm ef®ciency, the surface concentration, the ®lm thickness and the ®rst order rate constant [6] :
where q f is the``dry'' density of the bio®lm (dry mass per unit volume).
Materials and methods
The model was applied to the data obtained in an experimental set-up brie¯y described as follows (for more details, see [16] ): The microorganism used as a bio®lm producer was Pseudomonas¯uorescens grown aerobically in a continuous culture at 27°C and pH 7, using glucose as the limiting substrate. The growth medium used was composed of glucose (0.5%), peptone (0.25%) and yeast extract (0.125%) in distilled water, sterilized at 120°C. The bacteria were continuously fed to a 12 liter tank, together with water and nutrients. The dilution rate in the tank was 1.2 h A1 , high enough to prevent planktonic growth, the glucose concentration 20 mg/l and bacterial concentration 6´10 7 cells/ml. This``test¯uid'' was pumped to the test cells where bio®lms were formed at different¯uid velocities, ranging from 0.28 to 1 m/s. Glucose concentrations were determined colorimetrically using a Sigma Diagnostics Enzimatic Glucose Determination Kit.
Bio®lm accumulation was monitored by measuring the heat transfer resistance of the biological deposit as described in the previous paper [9] , which was transformed in mass units. Mass transfer coef®cient determined for each bio®lm during its formation, with non invasive methods [16] . Both methods are based on the fact that the biological pellicle introduces additional resistance to heat and to mass transfer, that change according to the structure or/and to the amount of bio®lm accumulated.
Mass transfer measurements were carried out on a daily basis in a test section of geometry identical to the heat transfer test section. It was made of perspex, semi-circular, and positioned vertically and it included a test cell of 15 cm long and hydraulic diameter 2.06 cm, where the mass transfer measurements were carried out. It had two compartments separated by a 10 cm long membrane of 0.21´10 A2 m 2 area, 0.22 lm pore diameter, impermeable to the bacteria but not to solutes. The``test¯uid''¯ew over the membrane where the bio®lm was growing. Water circulated in the other compartment [16] The mass transfer rate in the bio®lm was studied using lithium chloride, an inert substance not consumed by bacteria. This procedure was carried out without bio®lm (``clean membrane''), and at different stages of bio®lm formation, for bio®lms formed under different¯uid velocities. Basically, the mass transfer resistance offered by the bio®lm is equal to the difference between the overall mass transfer resistances in the system with and without the bio®lm attached to the membrane.
Experimental results
The model was applied to experimental data of steadystate and non-steady bio®lm accumulation. Experimental values of mass transfer coef®cients inside the bio®lm, as a function of velocity and time were introduced in the model.
The overall substrate consumption rate was calculated from the values of the bio®lm production rate presented in Table 1 as a function of velocity. The growth yield (Y X/S ) for Pseudomonas¯uorescens inside the bio®lm was assumed to be the same as the related value in suspension and equal to 0.93 kg biomass /kg substrate [17] . The values of the external mass transfer coef®cient, calculated through an empirical correlation [17] and the substrate surface concentrations calculated through Eq. (9), are also presented in Table 1 .
The glucose mass transfer coef®cients, calculated from the respective lithium values [16] , using Eq. (13) are listed in Table 2 .
Application of the model to steady-state biofilms
The effectiveness factor and the average bio®lm speci®c growth rate for the steady-state bio®lms formed at different velocities, calculated, according to the Eqs. (8) and (18) respectively, are presented in Table 3 . The dimensionless concentration pro®les are plotted in Figure 1 .
Application of the model to non steady-state biofilms
The effectiveness factors for several bio®lms as a function of the velocity and time are presented in Table 4 . Figure 2 shows the calculated average speci®c bio®lm production rates, l p , for the different Reynolds numbers, as a function of time. For steady-state conditions, the effectiveness factor of the bio®lm increases (the Thiele modulus decreases) as the velocity of the water in contact with the bio®lm increases ( Table 3) . The thinner bio®lms, formed at higher velocities (previous work carried out by Vieira et al. [16] in the same experimental set-up has shown that the steady-state thickness decreases with an increase in the velocity) are completely penetrated by the substrate, contrary to the ®lms formed under lower velocities (Fig. 1) . In fact, this ®gure shows that depletion of substrate inside the bio®lm occurs for the lowest velocity (Re 6695). Therefore, whether there is or not complete substrate penetration in the bio®lm, the thickness of the active layer (layer of bio®lm that is actively metabolising substrate) depends on the velocity of the¯uid under which the bio®lm was formed.
The analysis of Fig. 1 shows that, even if the bio®lms formed at lower velocities are not completely penetrated by the substrate, the concentration pro®le is sharper than in the case of bio®lms formed at higher velocities. According to van Loodsdrecht et al. [15] , the outgrowth of a bio®lm will be a function of the transport rate of the limiting substrate, the biomass yield and/or the biomass density in the bio®lm. Thus, the concentration reduction throughout the thickness of the bio®lm is due not only to mass transfer limitations but also to the consumption by the microorganisms. It is probable that the cell concentration, or their activity, in the active layers of the less compact (thicker) bio®lms is higher, enhancing the substrate consumption inside the bio®lm. Bio®lms formed at lower velocities are less susceptible to shear forces, growing faster and forming a more open structure, where the biomass concentration may be higher. In fact, several authors [5, 15] suggested that the microorganisms inside the bio®lm``sense'' a higher shear stress, producing a stronger matrix to protect themselves. Probably this effect is obtained by altering the microbial processes within the bio®lm, including the synthesis of the extracellular polymers [5] . For that reason, the ratio EPS produced/cells produced may increase with water velocity.
Additionally, as the velocity decreases, the roughness of the bio®lm increases and ®laments can appear: as the actual bio®lm area is not equal to the horizontally projected area, the amount of bio®lm containing active cells may be higher than in the case of a¯at surface. Associated with these conditions, the consumption of substrate is higher in the layers next to the surface of the bio®lm, and depletion or low concentrations of substrate may occur at some ) as a function of time point within the bio®lm, reduction or stopping the reaction from that point on. Based on this, it is not surprising that these bio®lms have a lower effectiveness factor than bio®lms completely penetrated by the substrate, even if the former consume more substrate per unit area and time.
Although it was not possible to experimentally con®rm this hypothesis, substrate consumption per unit area and time was calculated (r fa ) by Eq. (2) and is presented in a previous paper [9] . This value decreases from 9.8´10 A8 to 5.5´10 A8 kg/m 2 s, as the Reynolds number increases from 6695 to 14 700.
The average bio®lm speci®c production rate (per unit mass of bio®lm) in steady-state seems to be independent of the¯uid velocity under which the bio®lm is formed (Table 3 ). These very similar values were not expected, since bio®lms completely penetrated by the substrate should have higher biomass production rate per unit of bio®lm mass. Nevertheless, the velocity has two contradictory effects on bio®lm formation: on one hand, bio®lms formed under higher velocities are thinner, giving raise to completely penetrated ®lms (all the bio®lm is active and, consequently, tends to be more ef®cient); on the other hand, these bio®lms are more dense and compact [15] reducing the bene®t of low thickness on mass transfer. This last statement is also supported by the identical mass transfer values obtained, at steady-state, for every bio®lm formed (Table 2) .
Contrary to the results presented in Table 2 , Nagaoka [10] investigating mass transfer coef®cients in bio®lms under oscillatory¯ow conditions, suggested that substrate uptake rate by bio®lms increased with the increase of the Reynolds number of the wave motion. However, the experimental method used by this author ± a bio®lm was grown on a plate and the substrate uptake rate by the bio®lm was measured changing the hydraulic condition of the channel for a short period to investigate the short term effect of the change of the bulk condition ± does not allow enough time to originate changes in the internal structure of the matrix caused by the velocity. In that case, the conclusion was that the substrate transport in those bio®lms is carried out by turbulent diffusion. Brito [2] has also reported similar results, i.e., an enhancement of the substrate removal due to an increase of the liquid velocity, but these results were also justi®ed by a reduction of the substrate external mass transfer resistance, that was controlling the reaction, and not by the fact that the hydrodynamic conditions can affect the bio®lm behaviour.
Unsteady-state
From the analysis of Table 4 , it can be concluded that, in every case, the bio®lm effectiveness factor decreases with time, as the amount of bio®lm accumulated on the surface increases. This effect is more pronounced for bio®lms formed at lower velocities. In the end, the effectiveness factor of the bio®lm tends to a constant value that is higher for higher shear rates.
Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that for all the velocities studied the average speci®c bio®lm production rate is very high in the initial phase of bio®lm formation, decreasing as the amount of bio®lm on the surface increases. Initially, the biomass that constitutes the bio®lm is basically cells, which means that almost all biomass may produce new cells and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). After this initial phase, only a fraction of the mass of the bio®lm (cells) is able to produce new products and cells, which means that the ratio``biomass produced/biomass on the surface'' decreases with time. Moreover, as the thickness increases, the substrate concentration inside the bio®lm decreases and a new microbial distribution inside the matrix may occur. As the growth is a ®rst order reaction with respect to substrate concentration, it decreases within the bio®lm as the distance from the interface liquid-bio®lm increases, affecting also the average value of the bio®lm production rate.
Conclusions
In this paper a ®rst order diffusion-reaction model was applied to experimental results of bio®lm accumulation by a pure culture of Pseudomonas¯uorescens, under turbulent ow and low substrate loading rate, using data corresponding to the non-steady-state and steady-state conditions. The substrate consumption rate of the bio®lm was calculated based on the on-line determination of the amount of bio®lm accumulated on the surface. It must be stressed that this approach is important when the residence time or the substrate concentration in the reactor is very low, and concentration measurements and mass balances cannot determine the substrate consumption rate. Also, instead of assuming values for the internal diffusivity of the substrate, values of the internal mass transfer coef®cient were measured and introduced in the model.
For steady-state conditions the rate of substrate consumption decreases with increasing velocity, meaning that changes in hydrodynamic conditions in turbulent¯ow have a signi®cant effect on bio®lm behaviour. The fraction of bio®lm penetrated by the substrate depends also on the velocity of the¯uid that contacts the ®lm: contrary to the bio®lms formed at lower velocities, the pellicles formed at higher velocities are completely penetrated by the substrate. This fact is associated with the bio®lm structure in terms of biomass density and the compactness of the matrix, due to the shear stress exerted on the bio®lm by the¯uid¯owing over it. During the unsteady-state period, bio®lms formed at higher velocities have higher effectiveness factors, and the bio®lm production rate is very high in the initial phases of bio®lm formation, decreasing both as it becomes thicker.
In conclusion, bio®lms formed under high shear stresses are thinner and denser, and are completely penetrated by the substrate. Although they remove less substrate per unit volume of reactor, they are more stable. In fact, bio®lms formed at lower velocities are more susceptible to sloughing off, due to the probable presence of inactive layers. In addition, these bio®lms are less compact and possess protuberances, which can easily cause detachment from the surface. Moreover, these bio®lms are less resistant to slight changes in the hydrodynamic conditions [16] , that often occur in bioreactor systems.
These results are in accordance with those presented by van Loosdrecht et al. [15] who managed to control bio®lm growth, and stabilising the reactor system, by the application of high shear stresses. Conversely, there are some reactors (as in the case of bio®lm¯uidised bed reactors) where high shear stresses cannot be achieved and the bio®lm continues to grow, affecting reactor stability. So, better reactor operation is expected to occur for the conditions of thinner bio®lms.
The conclusions obtained so far can be used to predict bio®lm behaviour in some circumstances. Concerning biocide action to control bio®lm growth (particularly important in the case of unwanted bio®lms, namely on heat exchanger surfaces and drinking water networks) it is obvious that the biocide should be able to penetrate all the bio®lm in order to interact with its target, i.e., the bacterial cell. So, it is expected that bio®lms formed at higher velocities (and completely penetrated by the substrate) should be more easily penetrated by the substance chosen to control bio®lm growth. Additionally, as biocides are expected to react with bacterial cells, interacting with their metabolism, they will probably be more effective when the cell in the bio®lm is metabolically active.
As regards the ability of the bio®lm to recover after sloughing off, it is expected that it will be easier to happen if the bio®lm is completely penetrated by the substrate (i.e., bio®lms formed at higher velocities) due to the fact that all the bacteria, specially those that are in the lower layers of the pellicle (the``survivors'') are still active and capable of producing new cells. Besides that, if the bio®lm is pure (produced from a known inoculum), probably the occurrence of sites of depletion of substrates (in the case of thicker bio®lms) may favour the growth of contaminants (e.g., anaerobic zones in aerobic bio®lms).
